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Over the years, there has been a significant, if irregular, flow of studies attempting to situate Netherlands art within its socioeconomic frame. Early efforts were of two sorts, both of which, however, tended to accentuate the view that art, whatever else it may be, is also a commodity like any other. Hans Floerke pioneered the interpretation of previously gathered materials to help us understand the elements of what he supposed to be a broadly free and anonymous market: dealers, workshop practice, guild regulations, competition, speculation, and prices. A second line of inquiry tried to come up with general accounts of Northern painting in terms of the market circumstances under which art was being made or bought. Recent contributors to this tradition retain an interest in context, though they have abandoned the grand, encompassing theories about “the art of the Netherlands” that invoked the material culture of the seventeenth century. A narrowed analytical focus has made the contexts more specific, while the issues, too, are being more precisely identified.

A casualty of this approach, however, has been the study of ideas and mentalities. Apart from some minor acknowledgments of taste and style, ideas and mentalities are frequently marginalized. They are seldom treated within the historical context, but almost as existing outside in an esoteric, parallel universe, quite separate from the day-to-day realities of the art market(s). The present study tries to reconnect ideas and mentalities with what men and women do in the marketplace. It is there, after all, that material and visual culture is negotiated and shaped. An obvious starting point is how people in the seventeenth century explained their behavior to themselves and others, thus revealing how they viewed their situation and rationalized their needs. This is not a common approach in art history. On the contrary, the behavior of artists, who are trying to make their way in an uncertain world, or of merchants, who trade in paintings along with other goods, will sometimes seem at odds with theoretical writings or the traditional, broad-canvas “historical backgrounds” sketched as a context for art.

Art theorists cannot be expected to pay much attention to market realities, but occasional remarks by others who do are precious precisely because they force our attention to the production, valuation, and uses of art. One such commentator was Bernard Mandeville (1670–1733). Mandeville, a Dutch-born physician who settled in England, is known for his numerous essays on socioeconomic subjects, but his observations on what makes a painting valuable in the marketplace have escaped scholarly attention. We discuss his views in the second section, together with a range of illustrative material that acquires an unexpected coherence within the framework of his ideas.

Just as there is no homogeneously schooled audience that viewed and understood paintings in the same, unequivocal manner, so there is no unambiguous perception of the market that was shared by all painters, even when they belonged to the same guild. The differences must be attended to if we are to refine our historical understanding of the painters’ practices and their attitudes toward paintings, value, and the market. This concern has guided our discussion in the third section, where a new reading is offered of a conflict within the Haarlem Guild in the 1640s, for and against public sales of paintings. The episode illustrates how a painter’s attitude toward the market depends on his or her particular economic circumstances.

Paintings themselves were approached differently in our period depending on those who were involved with them: kenners (connoisseurs), liefhebbers (lovers of art), serious collectors, dealers, or merchants. Some aspects of the tensions that
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could result when these roles were mixed are explored in the fourth section.5

**Market Behavior, Art, and Economic Theory**

Our goal throughout this paper is to create and illustrate possibilities for reuniting ideas and practices. Practices often take the lead, simply because we give a lot of weight to merchants, and the written texts that stem from merchandising activities usually did not rise to the level of theoretical analysis. Nevertheless, the study of economically conditioned practice is fully consistent with a long tradition within economic theory, the analysis of competitive market forces.

Economists think of economic subjects, or agents, as striving to pursue their interests—material, but by no means solely material—subject to various constraints. Income is a constraint for consumers, available techniques and resources are constraints for producers. The behaviors adopted by maximizing agents sometimes involve efforts to alter the constraints directly; invariably, hence more generally, they are moves to create some temporary differential advantage. The advantage typically is only temporary because, once it becomes known, others will try to exploit it too and the gains will be dissipated. Textbook versions of this perspective often concentrate on the end result of such processes, a competitive equilibrium, in which participants in any line of activity that once seemed advantageous have become so numerous that none of them any longer has the power to affect price (or profit) to their advantage. In the equilibrium, therefore, the agents are represented as both anonymous and passive. But this version is an idealization, attractive to economists for certain efficiency properties that competitive equilibria have been shown to possess. The fact remains that the processes that would lead to an equilibrium if they were left to run their course are always being modified by new creative moves.

The great Austrian economist Joseph Schumpeter captured this when he wrote of the "perpetual innovative whirl" that is the market. Schumpeter also held that "the powerful lever that in the long run expands output and brings down prices is . . . made of other stuff" than just competition for market share based on offering lower prices directly.6 He pointed to new commodities, new technologies, new sources of supply, new types of organization, as "the kind of competition which counts."7 Schumpeter's theme was grand: what was the engine of capitalist growth? He spoke mainly of large organizations and their innovative role. But the same or similar ideas apply at the level of the single market, and to small players. For "the market" is not a fixed, static entity, defined by a single, undifferentiated product. Nor is it always most usefully defined by structural characteristics such as absence of barriers to entry or reproducibility of the commodity. Markets are also forums for and the tentative results of experimental interactive behavior among many individuals and groups. They involve constantly modified products and strategies. Competitive markets, in particular, are those in which competitors repeatedly alter the basis on which they compete, along every dimension. This includes price, but ranges far beyond as well.

Applied to the Netherlandish art market, this understanding directs us to pay particular attention to the often neglected but numerous creative shifts in practice displayed by painters, dealers, and buyers. The art markets throughout the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries in the Netherlands contain numerous—and well-known—instances of creative differentiation. Artists, ranging from Jan van Eyck, Hieronymus Bosch, and the Bruegel dynasty to Jacob Jordans, Pieter Paul Rubens, and Rembrandt Harmensz van Rijn, each sought some particular advantage. It could be, for instance, the revolutionary application of the new oil-paint technique (van Eyck), the invention of phantasmascopic subject matter (Bosch), baculic themes rooted in literary topos well-known in humanistic milieus and repeated ad nauseam by his descendants (Bruegel), efficient, collaborative production processes (Jordans and Rubens) as well as protection of paintings through copyright (Rubens), or creating artificial scarcity, or borrowing representational strategies from history painting for group portraits, among others (Rembrandt). In all these cases, the strategies are no personal quirks, but the innovative behavior of true competitors.

Michael Baxandall has discussed such differentiating behavior among German wood sculptors,8 and the examples just given for the Netherlands are relatively familiar. But deliberately looking at actual behavior linked to creating a differential advantage also opens up new areas of inquiry. To illustrate this contention, two topics that seem to warrant further investigation are auctions and prices, and the role of originals and copies.

Concerning auctions, several complaints registered with the authorities of the painters' guild in Amsterdam in the early decades of the seventeenth century suggest that illegal sales (auctions) were a problem. In 1608, the officials of the guild complained that outsiders (foreigners) were holding public sales of paintings deriving from Antwerp and "andere des vyants quartieren." This resulted in an ordinance forbidding the public sale by foreigners of paintings not produced by Amsterdam artists, without permission of the burgomaster.

---


7. Schumpeter (as in n. 6), 84.


10. Obee, (as in n. 9), iii, 164–65, 168, 176.

11. Miedema, 196; also 143, 225, 360, 425, 495.

12. Some of the letters by Antoon van der Goest are as well as a number of those by Chiristos- mus van Immerseel were published by Dennerl. Following Dennerl's lead, we are currently preparing for publication some of the material in the Antwerp city archives dealing with this and related
ers. In 1613, another complaint was lodged, alleging that
foreigners continued to import and sell paintings, now via
the intermediation of Amsterdam citizens and in their name.
This resulted in a stern prohibition, apparently to little
avail, since we may infer from an amplification of 1626 that
officials of the Amsterdam city orphanage were facilitating
and perhaps even conducting the undesired sales in their
own homes. A full and explicit set of restrictions was
registered in the Gildebrief of October 17, 1630.9
The number of these sales cannot be determined, but it is
mentioned in one complaint that the so-called Dutch auction
method, or method of descending price, was employed.
From the guild’s point of view, this meant that prices could
go disturbingly low.10
When we turn to the records of the Haarlem guild
published by Hessel Miedema, we find mention of both the
English (ascending price) and Dutch methods being used in
sales of paintings.11 Now, under certain assumptions, these
two methods should yield similar results, yet sometimes one
method was preferred and sometimes the other. Unless this
choice was random, which is unlikely, it becomes important
to ask how it was determined.
Collusion, it is well known, is more difficult in the Dutch
auction, and this might have been determinative if the crowd
was expected to be small. The Dutch method, too, is well
suited to moving large numbers of paintings quickly, where
the work is of no particular distinction and the paintings can
be grouped conveniently according to physical characteris-
tics, such as size or overall quality.
These considerations suggest that it might be fruitful to
think in terms of somewhat distinct markets, one for quality
paintings and one for inferior paintings, each with its own
dienele, sales techniques, and range of prices. Some cross-
ing over between otherwise distinct markets must have
occurred. If painters’ guilds had an interest in preserving
“quality” as a strategy to maintain respect for their craft and
their members’ income, it would follow that the guilds would
favor the “quality” market alone and would also try to keep
the two markets separate.
This hypothesis yields a possible explanation for the
Amsterdam guild’s resistance to public sales. The problem
was not sales of its members’ work but unrestricted sales in
which large numbers of ordinary paintings, including poor
copies, might be sold at low prices. The guild may have
feared both a dilution of quality, here standing for respect
for art, as well as the move by an undiscriminating public
away from higher-priced works offered by its members.
As to copying, we here come up against a phenomenon
that was important, but to which little attention has been
paid. One result of its relative neglect is that we cannot say
with confidence just how quantitatively significant copying
was, though, to just cite one source, the published letters
from the Antwerp art dealers Pieter and Antoon Goetkin to
their cousin Chrysostomus van Immersel, and the unpub-
lished business correspondence and letters between van
Immersel and his wife Marie de Fourmestraux, suggest that
a significant number of paintings exported from Antwerp to
Seville in the first half of the seventeenth century must have
been copies.12
Quantity aside, it is also intriguing to ask what was the
attitude toward originals and copies of merchants who
traded in art. We might expect that copying on a large scale
meant that the original was devalued, the copies contributing
to a sort of reproducibility and thereby approximating the
conditions of a competitive market. Alternatively, as
modern experience would suggest, we might even expect
that the price of an original would rise relative to that of
copies, its uniqueness taking on added value as the number
of copies mounted. Neither expectation, however, seems to
hold as a generalization in the first half of the seventeenth
century.
Just what the relationships were, both as to price and
numbers, between originals and copies is currently being
investigated. But there are already strong hints emerging
from focused inquiry into the business of the Goetkins and
of van Immersel and his suppliers that the relative price of
originals to copies approximated fixed ratios. To the extent
that this is true, it seems likely that it reflected, in part at
least, the very special control exercised over both original
and copies by the merchants themselves. Both the Goetkins
and van Immersel viewed some originals they acquired as
specific assets. These were not sold immediately, but re-
tained in order to be copied selectively. They functioned in
this way as a precious mold, or, as van Immersel put it
literally, like the shoemaker’s last: “de principaelen moeten
hier dienen als een de schoenmaeckers haeren leest.”13
There were many variables involved in the price ratios: the
size, the subject, and the amount of detail in the original; just
who “authored” both it and any copies that were made; the
number and pretensions of those copies, and so on. Painters
of originals were sometimes copists as well, a routine that
was firmly rooted in earlier workshop practices of the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Yet merchants like van
Immersel also employed professional copyists such as Mar-
ten Peyn. In 1634, for instance, the merchant grumbled to
his wife about the death of one of his copyists, who replicated
large paintings for export to Spain. Van Immersel lamented
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9. ASA, IB 204, Correspondence from mem-
bers of the van Immersel family; IB 210-16,
Business correspondence received by Chrysost-
omus van Immersel; IB 217/1, Correspondence
to Marie de Fourmestraux (1622-52), to Su-
tanna van Immersel, and to divers members of the
van Immersel family; IB 217/2, Correspondence
to relatives and acquaintances of the van
Immersel family (1584-1649); copies of letters
(1602-46); IB 218/1-2, Invoices of Chrysostomus
van Immersel (1608-54); IB 218/3, Invoices for
others than members of the van Immersel family
(1583-1630); and IB 218/4, Accounts current of
Chrysostomus van Immersel (1609-43) and in-
vvoices of Pauwels van Immersel (1594-1619),
among others.
10. ASA, IB 204, letter dated October 11, 1634,
from Chrysostomus van Immersel in Antwerp to
his wife, Marie de Fourmestraux, in Seville. The
original text on fol. 159, added in pencil, reads:
"want syn treffelyck wel gelschicht niel de princi-
paele[n] hier bewaere[n] om diemae[c]e doen cop-
piere[n]; and on fol. 159v: "ick sal de principaele[n]
sehen hier hauden want met 2 mael te coppiere[n] is
genom, waht men mac daer geen principaele[n]
senden dan sommige van licht werk en[de] cleenen
prys de principaele[n] moeten hier diene[n] als
aende schoenmaeckers haeren leest.” This docu-
ment (see n. 12 above for its forthcoming publica-
tion in full) is mentioned in E. Stols, De Spaanse
Braabouwers of de Haakendebrekkingen der Zuidelijke
Nederlanden met de Iberische wereld (1598-1648),
Verhandelingen Koninklijke Vlaamse Academie,
Klasse der Letteren, XXXIII, 2 vols., Brussels, 1971, 1,
171, n. 25.
the loss, not because of the man's artistic or human qualities, but because he would not find another copyist so cheap as the deceased. At the same time, international merchants like van Immerseel were discreet about their sources and the availability of originals and copies of different qualities at any given time.

It should be clear that the study of marketing technique and the multiple relations between originals and copies represents possibilities for learning from practices then current. In both these illustrations "quality," however, plays a crucial role, suggesting that even if mentalities can often be inferred from practices alone, there is no avoiding concepts and ideas. In the next three sections we see ideas functioning in different ways: as an organizing framework for the discussion of the causal factors entering into market price; in the role of attitude toward the market itself; and in mental habits which, in turn, generate differences in the way paintings are approached.

Mandeville on the Valuation of Paintings

Bernard Mandeville shared the view of many seventeenth- and eighteenth-century writers, who, on reflection, concluded that (market) value was a relative notion and that it must be based on usefulness and scarcity. Mandeville is unusual, however, in applying these simple notions to art.

Mandeville was born in Rotterdam in 1670 and moved to London in the 1690s after completing his medical training at the University of Leiden. He remained in London for the rest of his life, practising as a physician with a special interest in the treatment of hypochondria. His Treatise of the Hypochondriack and Hysterick Diseases (1730) first appeared in 1711 with a slightly different title, but Mandeville attracted attention mainly as the author of provocative essays on economic and social subjects, which were often read as attacks on conventional morality. He also invented some traditional pieces of wisdom and economic maxims. He is best known for his work The Fable of the Bees, which first appeared in 1705 under the title The Grumbling Hive, and was issued thereafter in several expanded editions. The one of 1728 installed an essay entitled "A Search into the Nature of Society," as well as some dialogues ostensibly dealing with the subject of the Fable. These dialogues were in fact so wide-ranging that they included an interesting commentary on the pricing of art. This was not by chance. Mandeville stated in his introduction to the "Six Dialogues," which were published separately as part 2 of the Fable, that he wanted to say some things about art. There are hints, too, in Mandeville's writings that he was familiar with Netherlandish art. He also had some knowledge of art criticism, for he quotes the French art theorist Charles Alphonse du Fresnoy, and du Fresnoy's De Arte Graphica figures in his dialogues. There is no evidence that Mandeville was a serious collector. Yet his comments in the "Six Dialogues" suggest that he may have been an amateur collector, a liebhaber. On the pricing of art, Mandeville had this to say:

Judges of Painting will never disagree in Opinion, when a fine Picture is compared to the Dawning of a Novice; but how strangely have they differ'd as to the Works of eminent Masters! There are Parties among Connoisseurs, and few of them agree in their Esteem as to Ages and Countries, and the best Pictures bear not always the best Prices: A noted Original will be ever worth more than any Copy that can be made of it by an unknown Hand, tho' it should be better. The Value that is set on Paintings depends not only on the Name of the Master and the Time of his Age he drew them in, but likewise in a great Measure on the Scarcity of his Works, and what is still more unreasonable, the Quality of the Persons in whose Possession they are as well as the length of Time they have been in great Families; and if the Cartons now at Hampton-Court were done by a less famous hand than that of Raphael, and had a private Person for their Owner, who would be forc'd to sell them, they would never yield the tenth part of the Money which with all their gross Faults they are now esteemed to be worth. We can extract from this passage a utility-plus-scarcity view of value, though with most emphasis on utility. Scarcity, in any case, was a relative term. It combined the quantity available with intensity of demand, including need and desire as well as means. As the seventeenth-century German scholar Samuel Pufendorf put it: "abundance of would-be purchasers and of money, and scarcity of wares raise the price." Mandeville, without explicitly mentioning either cost or utility, lists four factors on which the value "set on" paintings will depend: (i) the "Name of the Master"; (ii) the "Time of his Age," probably meaning the stage of the artist's development; (iii) the scarcity of the artist's works; and (iv) the "Quality"—that is, the rank—of those owning the works.
and the length of time the works have been in the possession of "great Families." Factors (i), (ii), and (iv) all affect desirability, hence the strength of demand, while factor (iii), in the manner of Pufendorf, emphasizes supply in relation to demand. In each instance Mandeville is reflecting only what participants in the art market had long known. To take the factor of scarcity, Karel van Mander, in his Schilder-boeck of 1604, recounts that Joachim de Beuckelaer's death in 1575 dramatically increased the value of his paintings, up to twelve times the original value. Not only paintings, but also prints by well-known, deceased masters could fetch inflated prices, as Samuel van Hoogstraten illustrates in his well-known anecdote of the eighty Rijksdaalder paid by Rembrandt for a print by Lucas van Leyden. Nor, obviously, was death the only contributor to scarcity. Active control over the supply would achieve the same end; for example, Rembrandt buying up his own prints, or the guilds restricting entry to the painters' corporation. Scarcity of paintings by leading deceased masters not only affected the pricing of their remaining works, but, under pressure of the demand, led to repetitive copying, at times even to forging on a large scale. Throughout the sixteenth century Hieronymus Bosch's compositions were widely copied, varied, and occasionally forged. Felipe de Guevara, in his Comentarios de la Pintura of 1560, explains how he found countless paintings produced in the style of Bosch and falsely signed with his name. Guevara attributes this disturbing phenomenon to the demand in the market. Intriguingly, Guevara also points out that forgers routinely signed Bosch's name to augment the value of their paintings. Legislation was passed in Antwerp on October 3, 1575, prohibiting the forging of old paintings in the style of older masters. Such drastic measures to control and curtail the supply side of the art market indicate that forging "old masters" in the Netherlands may have been more lucrative than producing original and less repetitive paintings. Such practices also reveal that there was a real demand from the citizenry for old-master paintings which either were unaffordable or no longer on the market. Comparable pressures may have stimulated the descendants of Pieter Bruegel the Elder (1520/25-1569), generation after generation, to copy their founding father's compositions well into the seventeenth century. Pieter Breughel II the Younger, or "Hell Breughel" (1564-65/1637/38), for instance, who never enjoyed anything like his brother Jan's financial success, made at least 60 copies of Pieter the Elder's 1565 Winter Landscape with Skaters and a Bird Trap (Brussels, Koninklijke Musea voor Schone Kunsten, inv. no. 8724), 30 copies of the Adoration of the Magi in the Snow (Winterthur, Oskar Reinhart Collection), 25 copies of the Preaching of John the Baptist (Budapest, Szépmüvészeti Múzeum), 17 copies of the 1559 Flemish Proverbs (Berlin, Staatliche Museen Preussischer Kulturbesitz, inv. no. 1720), at least 15 copies of the Census ai Bethlehem (Brussels, Koninklijke Musea voor Schone Kunsten, inv. no. 3637), and more than 12 versions of the Massacre of the Innocents (Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no. 1024). Pieter II ran a thriving atelier, and to judge from contemporary Antwerp inventories, such as those of the affluent Antwerp art-dealer family Forchoudt, his paintings were in popular demand since they were recognized both as "Breugels" and as "authentifiable" copies of his father's most famous compositions—the ideal substitute without the price tag. Perhaps the largest group at the lower end of the art market were the assistants and journeymen, and the copyists who worked for art dealers. The practice of copying in Holland may not have differed from the practice in Flanders and Brabant. There is indeed substantial, albeit scattered, archival evidence that the commissioning of copies occurred on a large scale.

Even Rubens was engaged in producing vast amounts of painted and printed copies of his own paintings. He sold copies that bore his name and kept the originals, thus securing a constant source of income while meeting the demand for his work. Lesser-known painters were regularly commissioned to copy entire series of paintings owned by collectors or dealers. Such was the case, for instance, in two notarized agreements (November 17, and December 1, 1629) between Fernande Buysen and the Antwerp painter Lucas Floquet; the latter promised to deliver a series of copies within three weeks under the quality supervision of yet another painter, Jan Deschamps. An invoice of 1632 of Beranert Vermeers in Antwerp reveals that two crates of paintings shipped to Seville contained, besides six originals by Frans Francken, each valued at 9 ponds (Flemish), six copies at 3½ ponds (Flemish) apiece.

Mandeville's observation that the name (reputation) of the master must also be factored into the price is equally well attested. By 1581, for instance, the name of Quentin Metsys was surrounded by such an aura of reverence, esteem, and value that the city of Antwerp even paid a substantial 1,500 guilders for his Deposition to prevent the English queen from seizing it.

27. S. A. C. Dudok van Heel, "Het 'Scheilderhuis' van Govert Flick en de kunsthandel van Lyen-burgh aan de Lauwersgracht te Amsterdam," Jaarboek Amsterdamum, xxiv, 1982, 70-90.
30. ASA, IB 721. Published by Denecé, 78-79, doc. no. 37. At present, this document can be retrieved from IB 224, titled "Documenten uitgegeven door J. Denecé, Briefen en documenten betreffende Jan Breugel I en II (Bromen voor de geschiedenis van de Vlaamse Kunst, deel III), Antwerp, 1934."
from buying it.\textsuperscript{31} And when, in 1632, Jan II Bruegel wrote to the art dealer van Immerseel about the excessively high prices his father’s paintings fetched (“den prys soo excesviff groot”), he proposed to copy several for him (“salder ettelije voor Ul gaen copieren”).\textsuperscript{32} He added that the fl. 1,600 his father once received from a Polish prince for a Fruit Garland, the figures of which were painted by Rubens, indicated that this was his finest work (“het fraftije en meesthe werc dat vader syn leven gedaen heeff”). Probably realizing that this was an exorbitant price, he swiftly added that he could make van Immerseel a copy for less than a third (fl. 500) of the original price, and boasted that only experts (“goede kenders”) would be able to distinguish it from the original. The same copy by his journeyman (“gasten”) would cost fl. 250.\textsuperscript{33} He further specified that a Vanitas from his hand would cost fl. 200, a copy by his journeyman again half the price, or fl. 100.

An equally telling, albeit cynical acknowledgment of the prominence that might be given to the artist’s name (and high price) over the quality of painting is the confrontation between Gerrit van Honthorst and Adriaen van Linschoten.\textsuperscript{34} The latter complained that the quality of van Honthorst’s painting had deteriorated sharply, though he still knew how to extract a high price for it (a willingness which van Hoogstraten dryly ascribes to “the lure of profit or women”). Van Honthorst responded that he would show his rival something he was incapable of doing. He threw a handful of ducats on the table, thus dramatically illustrating a mercantile principle that success was measured in terms of money and profit, not necessarily of quality.\textsuperscript{35} This confrontation also brings to the surface a possible opposition between the intrinsic worth of art, or its fitness, reflecting some art-theoretical criteria, versus market value. This tension is further addressed in the final section, below. Yet the interaction between van Linschoten and van Honthorst clearly shows that market value reflected reputation.

The reputation of the master, then as now, also influenced the price by strengthening the demand for attributed (or attributable) paintings. Since there was a physical limit to the number of works any leading master could personally paint, he turned to his assistants and journeymen to augment the production and to keep pace with demand. Frequently, the master touched up atelier products and passed these off as originals. In fact, the distinction between original, “single-handed” creations and “multi-handed” ones was deliberately, and repeatedly, blurred by the masters themselves, a practice that probably dates back as far as the fifteenth century. The rationale for this is self-evident: authenticated paintings by well-known masters fetched higher prices than copies.

The widespread practice of “converting” copies into originals, especially in large ateliers with intensive division of labor, explains why every so often leading masters were embroiled in legal proceedings with their clients and collectors concerning the authenticity of their paintings. Hardly exceptional is Adriaen Brouwer’s sworn deposition of March 4, 1632, before notary P. van Bredeghem in Antwerp, stating that a painting shown to him by the merchant and well-known collector Jacomo de Cachiopin was indeed an authentic painting by his own hand.\textsuperscript{36} And when, on April 21, 1648, Johan-Philip Silvercooren, agent of the Swedish queen Christina, commissioned Jacob Jordaens to produce a series of thirty-five paintings, the master stated that the paintings would be partly painted by himself, partly by others.\textsuperscript{37} Jordaens further specified that he would retouch those painted by others in such a fashion that they could pass for his own work.\textsuperscript{38} That not everyone conditioned such production practices is shown by the legal action taken by Martinus van Langenhoven against Jordaens for passing off copies as originals.\textsuperscript{39}

Rubens found himself in a similar quandary, when he agreed to exchange Sir Dudley Carleton’s collection of 142 pieces (including antique heads, busts, large statues, torsos, urns, and bas-reliefs), for eight paintings worth fl. 4,000, some tapestries worth fl. 2,000, and fl. 2,000 in cash. The quality of the works Rubens offered in exchange soon came into question, for Carleton wanted only those done completely by the master himself. Rubens remarked: “Your excellency must not think that the others are mere copies, for they are so well retouched by my hand that they are hardly to be distinguished from originals.”\textsuperscript{40} The practice of retouching paintings made by assistants and selling these as originals may have been cost-effective and name-promoting, but such connoisseurs as Roger de Piles scorned it with passion. Speaking of works by Rubens’s assistants that the artist had retouched, he felt that “there is a vast deal of difference between these pieces, and those that were all of his own drawing, the former are an injury to the reputation of the latter, for they are generally ill-designed, and lightly painted.”\textsuperscript{41}

Even if Mandeville’s “Time of his Age,” the second of his

\textsuperscript{31} Filipczak (as in n. 20), 78.
\textsuperscript{32} ASA, IB 640. Published by Demeré, 80–81, doc. no. 39. At present, this document can be retrieved from IB 224 (see n. 30).
\textsuperscript{33} “Wat belant de stucken van mijn vader saliger, die zijn alles op hert oft pinee gedaen, ooc den prys soo excessviff groot dat meyne Ul daer niet gevoen sauden, maer salder ettelije voor Ul gaen copieren, te weten den grooten Girlande van vruchten, de beelden van Rubens, het fraftije ent meesthe werc dat vader syn leven gedaen hebben gelyc Ul can considereren aan den prys twelchett verkocht is, te weten, voor 1600 gul. aan den prins van Polen, en meyne als selfde salgedaen hebben dat goede kenders soouden moeten wesen die sulx sauden uyt origineel kennen (dit saude moeten 500 gul. co-

\textsuperscript{34} We are very grateful to J. M. Montias for the identifying van Linschoten in this story (see below, n. 35) as Adraen Cornelisz (van) Linschoten, a painter who worked in Delft and The Hague and who had studied in Naples with Rubens. In a letter dated July 3, 1992, Montias also mentions that he has found one of Linschoten’s paintings cited in Delft inventories, often at very high prices (as much as 100 guilders), unusual for Delft painters. None of van Linschoten’s paintings has been identified.

\textsuperscript{35} “Honthorst gelukkich Haegs hofschilder had in zijn bloeiende tijden een vakker ijnself geweert, maar, ’t zy om de juffers te behagen, of dat hem de wiin in slaep wierde, hy verviel tot een stijve
tor and artist is visually corroborated by the so-called gallery paintings. These paintings invariably reflect and propagate particular interests in what was fashionably collectible, and purposefully encode the name of the collector.47 Some gallery paintings were self-promoting, such as David II Teniers’s Self-portrait in a Painting Gallery, filled with his own paintings.48 Others depicted galleries of art dealers, such as Hieronymus II Francken’s Shop of the Painter and Art Dealer Jan Snellinck (?).49 Yet by depicting only a fraction of Snellinck’s collection of over 400 paintings, Francken made a quantitative and qualitative selection, thus visually encoding which artists were worth collecting and which not. Still others depicted real or partly fictive collections of very famous persons to illustrate the standards of pictorial fashion, value, and taste. This is particularly true of David II Teniers’s Italian Collection of Archduke Leopold-Wilhelm which forms the core of the collection of the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna.50 In his painting, Teniers shows the most beautiful Italian paintings Leopold Wilhelm acquired from the Hamilton collection after 1651 as well as paintings from the royal collection of King Charles I (executed in 1649). Teniers even went a step further and published the Theatrum Pictorum in Brussels in 1660.51 This book contains 243 engravings of the archducal collection and can be considered one of the first illustrated painting catalogues. For the contemporary who bought Teniers’s Theatrum Pictorum or a gallery painting of a celebrated collection, the act could also simulate acquiring part of a famous person’s collection (whether real or fictive) and the benefit of the collector’s taste and name without the initial cost. There are sometimes conflicts between what was considered good taste and what good painting. But in cases of conflict between art theories and economic value, the market usually dominates. Fashion, we might say, resolves the issue.

Since an observer of the art market such as Mandeville probably had no serious economic stake in the prices fetched by paintings, he was able to play the “empiric.” “Tis Observation, plain Observation, without descanting or reasoning upon it, that makes the Art,” Mandeville said of his chosen profession, medicine.52 His position with respect to art was similar. He might have said, with the conviction of a seventeenth-century writer about disinterested observation, that he had no theory of value but relied on his observation of market practices and of how prices seemed to behave.

Direct participants, however, will tend not only to have a perspective on value that probably reflects their circum-

---

41. Roger de Piles, Abrégé de la vie des peintres, avec de reflets sur leurs ouvrages, et un traité du peintre parfait, Paris, 1715, 255.
42. Mandeville, I, 326.
44. Muller (as in n. 22, 60).
45. Alpers (as in n. 4), 100–1.
46. “Wareer gy nu wve vindingen in ordening hebbt uitgevoert, en gy het oordeel van vriend en yvand derft uitwacht, laet dan vry wve werken in print uitkomen, zoo zal wen naem ze spoediger a. de wereld over vliegen” (Hoogstraten, 165).
52. Mandeville, 1730, (as in n. 16), 38.
stances, but also different attitudes toward the market itself. Established painters of some reputation will feel more at ease in treating the market as an experimental forum to try out new ideas and products than will those just beginning or those lacking a very distinctive ability. For them the market may well seem like a set of unalterable constraints, at times even threatening. In reaction, they may seek and adopt measures to protect their position. The same may be true of a painters’ corporation or guild, which traditionally has seen itself as having to defend both quality painting and the income of members against market interlopers peddling cheap and inferior works.

The Haarlem Guild and Public Sales

The archives of the Guild of Saint Luke in Haarlem record an incident that allows a new reading in such terms. The guild, in common with the artists’ guilds in other towns, sought in its charter of February 22, 1590, to exclude nonmembers, which meant also noncitizens, from selling their works in Haarlem.53 This, we know, was a common position and extended also to reticence about public sales of art in general. Unusually, however, we find at a certain point a conflict breaking out within the guild for and against public sales of paintings. In a document of November 6, 1642 (with an apostille of November 21, 1642), signed by Frans Pietersz de Grebber, Pieter de Molijn, Cornelis van Kittensteyn, Salomon van Ruysdael, and Frans Hals, a strong case is made against the prohibition of public sales of paintings in Haarlem. The signatories were responding to a request to ban all forms of public sale, which a majority of guild members had submitted to the mayors through the dean and Vinders (guild officials) in July 1642.54 De Grebber and his colleagues emphasized that the previous, prohibitive request had been filed by a minority of painters. They further alleged that those who signed did not know its content, but were merely following the advice of the Vinders. To buttress their argument in favor of free sales, de Grebber, de Molijn, van Kittensteyn, van Ruysdael, and Hals pointed out that public sales were allowed in Dordrecht for a number of days and in Delft and Rotterdam all the time, and they were not prohibited in The Hague. Amsterdam was “a merchant’s city,” they noted, and therefore would be left out of the discussion. The possible subtext is that regulations generally did not prevent merchants from buying and selling what, where, and how they chose.

The argument of the “liberal” de Grebber-Hals faction is complex and intriguing, and worth paraphrasing at some length. One strand rested on the precariousness of the position of young artists. The protesters argued that, without free sales, liefhebbers would not be created and the market based on existing demand would be too limited to support new artists ("aenkomende konstenaren"). Young artists, then, would have to sell their paintings personally, and a “half price,” which would deny them a living wage. Eventually, they would have to resort to different employment. Many liefhebbers were, however, “born” at public sales. To people bought paintings at a sale who otherwise never would. Moreover, from the moment one bought one’s first painting, the urge was implanted to own more, by the same master or by others. The proposed prohibition, by limiting the availability of paintings, might well cause buyers to purchase ordinary paintings or paintings they did not particularly like. Again, by contrast, if ordinary citizens as well as artists were allowed to sell their paintings more freely at public sales, buyers would have more choice and could resell and trade up, acquiring something better from excellent painters with their profits. In this way, artists of all levels would benefit: the ordinary ("gemanen schilders") and the experienced and especially talented ("extraordinare meesters").

The chief beneficiaries of a prohibition of public sale according to de Grebber and his allies, would be the art dealers, whom they portrayed quite negatively ("Van d geene die men winkeliers, ofte konstverkoopers noemt d oversulxier hier van oock die eerste ende meeste Belhame sijn"). Why so negative a picture? Dealers, the protest alleged, routinely doubled or tripled their prices, which partly explained why many people’s enthusiasm for art was tempered ("maecending alsoo dat daer door in veelen gencenghecht tot de konst wert uytgeblust"). To avoid dealers and their artificial prices, moreover, members of the public bought ordinary paintings at the annual free market and this not only mitigated against the demand for quality work but also funneled the profit to strangers and damaged young Haarlem artists.

To the “extraordinary masters,” we are told, none of it mattered all that much, since their work was being bought anyway from their own houses. That affectation of indifference does not ring quite true. De Grebber and Hals, after all, were those with the largest workshops in Haarlem, hence needed an extensive demand, while van Kittensteyn and Grebber were both actively engaged in organizing ill-legal lotteries.55 It seems likely that there were different attitudes to the market in play here, depending on whether one was an established artist, or an artist of ordinary talent, in Haarlem.

The magistrates did not accept the arguments of the faction in favor of free sales. On August 3, 1644, a ordinance was issued restricting public sales of painting ("venditien, venduwen, openbare verkoopinge oft vendu within their jurisdiction.56 Paintings could no longer be sold publicly, except for those belonging to a deceased individual, a retiring painter, or an art dealer who had gone out of business. This injunction, with its accompanying detail

53. Miedema, 57–61, doc. no. A14. New and expanded guild regulations were drafted on May 22, 1651, but never ratified by the city. The regulations of 1590 remained in effect until 1751 (see ibid., 91–155, doc. no. A42, and esp. 19–24, art. 3, concerning controls on sales).
54. See Miedema, 232 and 246–53, doc. no. A120. Cornelis Vroom was also signatory, but he had bailed out and left the guild since "hem al de ras en van 't gillt niet en er stont".
55. Some relevant events can be summarized as follows: July 10, 1697: civic prohibition of private lotteries of paintings; September 27, 1690, request for prohibition of auctions and lotteries; April 4, 1634, lottery involving Cornelis van Kittensteyn; June 6, 1634, renewed prohibition of lotteries of paintings (lost; mentioned in A81); 1656, lot involving Frans Pietersz de Grebber; November 1656, de Grebber on trial for organizing a lottery; April 30, 1642, renewed prohibition of lottery paintings; April 26, 1696, renewed prohibition of lotteries of paintings (see ibid., doc. nos. A40, A81, A87, A88, A113, A156).
restrictions, was similar to the limitations prevailing in Amsterdam. Any painting thus sold, for example, could not be auctioned off again; and lists of paintings scheduled for auction had to be filed with the dean and Vinders of the painters’ guild as well as with the city magistrates a day before the auction was to take place. Stiff fines were imposed on any who did not follow these regulations or who filed a fraudulent list. Painters or art dealers going out of business or leaving the city could auction off paintings in the manner outlined above; but if they started up a business again, paintings could only be auctioned when a spouse had died. Strangers were prohibited from selling paintings or other artworks in the streets, except at the free yearly markets. To ensure that officially sanctioned sales would be conducted without fraud, the dean and Vinders of the painters’ guild were authorized to have their employee visit the auction to check the declared list.

The de Grebber-Hals faction protested the ordinance, as they had the request leading to it. They predicted that all these restrictions on public sales of paintings would have the reverse effect, inducing organizers to hold sales outside the jurisdiction of the Haarlem magistrates (“buiten venduwen”). In a later but undated letter to the city magistrates of Haarlem, Salomon Ruysdael and Pieter de Molijn both asserted this. They reiterated the by then familiar arguments in support of public sales of paintings, including those claiming that public sales would help young artists. They also maintained that “masters who have come to perfection are not inconvenienced by public sales, since their own work is seldom made for such sales … which usually comprise ordinary works [slechte schilderijen] bought by people who otherwise do not buy paintings or would not visit the artist’s shop [schilderswinkel] or an art dealer, and were it not for these sales they would never buy paintings, but please themselves with maps and other junk [vooderijen].” They concluded by saying that, since “these sales are in the interest of the ordinary painters [gemeene schilders], and do not disadvantage the extraordinary painters [extraordinare meesters, like the signers themselves], they can only contribute to the flowering of painting in Haarlem.”

On August 23, 1664, the magistrates eased a little, agreeing to two extra yearly public sales in Haarlem, following the example of Leiden, The Hague, and Dordrecht (“volgens het Exempl of andere onse naburige Steden als Leijden, Hage, Dort”). The first sale was to be held in the Prinsenhouw on the first Tuesday after Easter, and the second in August (“dingsdachs naar Hartgens”). In addition, public sales of paintings were allowed after an owner’s death, with the proviso that “geen schilderij van andere persoonen sullen mogen ondergesteecken werden, omme deseelve aldaar te vercoopen.” This suggests, as Amsterdam ordinances car-

lier had implied, that it was a common practice to add “foreign” paintings to posthumous inventories.

Whether these city ordinances regulating the sale of paintings were literally followed and enforced is doubtful. There are indeed strong hints to the contrary. Thus, on August 8, 1671, Lambert Hendricksz requested permission from the city magistrates to hold an auction of a sizable quantity of paintings (“notabile quantitieit schilderkunst”) to pay off his creditors. He remarked that these ordinances were daily and indirectly infringed, while many received exemptions from the magistrates (“deselve keure dagelijks per indirectum geïnfringeert ende veel daer van bij Uw Edel achtbare omme redenen gedis penseert werden”). There are many factors that may have shaped this dispute. One reading, however, has been suggested earlier, namely that the market was experienced differently according to the different economic status and security of the participants. In line with this, the faction in favor of prohibiting public sales (including the dean and Vinders) may be seen as adopting the perspective of a merchant who feels vulnerable to competition and views the market as a place of struggle against potential interlopers. On this view, the dean and Vinders, whatever other aims they may have had, were protecting the income of those among their members who had no special competitive advantage in the market. They thought that spending on paintings was limited, and did not want to share the market.

The group of more established painters read the situation differently. Accepting that demand in Haarlem was simply too limited to yield a living for all would-be artists, they focused on enlarging the demand. If liefhebbers were indeed born through exposure to paintings, and if the taste, once implanted, became something of an addiction, then demand could actually be created through holding more public sales. Under the most favorable scenario, the total revenue for distribution among the guild’s members would be thereby increased and the average income raised. Questions of motivation apart, this was an innovative strategy, and it involved some risks; but the protesters emphasized only the positive side, reflecting perhaps their confidence in their own market position.

Our reading gives rise to a question that at this stage cannot be answered: if to become an “extraordinare meester” required special talent, was it also the case that there was a certain relation between success and willingness to assume risk? The question is almost certainly ill formulated. It is unlikely that artists, even successful ones, were more risk-loving than merchants, who in general were averse to risk and took steps to minimize their exposure to it. Possibly, then, what we are loosely calling risk is actually another name for creative moves to secure some (temporary) differential advantage. Read that way, the question becomes: were
successful artists those who, in addition to having talent, had a sophisticated, positive understanding of the market as a forum for experimentation, rather than seeing it as a threatening place, and who acted creatively and aggressively in their own interests? The entrepreneurial activities of de Grebber and van Kittensteyn certainly suggest this.

**Excellence versus Saleability**

Connoisseurs and economists often experience difficulty in appreciating each other’s approach to valuing art. Similar frictions were no doubt experienced and certainly sometimes articulated in the seventeenth century by *kenners* and art theorists, on the one hand, and merchants on the other. It is, therefore, important to understand the difference between the *kenner*’s technique of valuation and the routine followed by a merchant. They have, however, much in common.

To help bring this home, think of the connoisseur trying to assess a particular history painting and the merchant who must compare different kinds of cochineal. Both, inevitably, think in terms of relative values: the quality of one is relative to the quality of others in the same categories. Both merchant and *kenner* will try to apply a ranking order in terms of quality. They can both do this on the basis of extensive experience and knowledge of alternatives belonging to the same general class (cochineal or history paintings), and using criteria that are known to apply to each (in the case of cochineal, whether vegetable or insect; in the case of history paintings, appropriateness of the subject compared to similar representations; quality of drawing and brushstroke, use of light, etc.). The only difference is at the point where numbers have to be allocated. The merchant is obliged to make a commitment and cannot therefore avoid attaching numbers to his list. These numbers will generally be ruling market prices or at least based on them, with deviations determined by the merchant’s special knowledge of likely future supplies, available shipping, and so on. The connoisseur may but need not attach numbers and can refrain altogether from talking about price. The *kenner*’s ordering may nonetheless be transitive, as when it is said that A is superior to B and B to C, hence A ranks ahead of C. This ordering may even be invested with a certain air of absoluteness.

Karel van Mander, following Vasari, was one *kenner* who felt some resistance to market valuation. He specified that honor and immortal fame were more important than monetary gain. When he mentioned price and payment, it was within that context; he even judged painting for pure profit to be a character flaw. Market prices, therefore, in van Mander’s universe, do not capture “value.”

If we confine ourselves for illustrative purposes to the correct choice of a subject in painting, it is clear that there was a range extending from the highly desirable to the merely acceptable but scarcely worthy. Samuel van Hoogstraten, it is well known, codified a hierarchy, comprising three major categories. Like his predecessors, he places history painting in the first rank, with a kaleidoscopic variety of cabinet pieces (“Kabinetstukken van allerley aert”), including scenes of everyday life, in the second. Belonging to the lowest category are flower paintings and still lifes, whose creators are, as the often-mentioned quote contends, “ordinary soldiers in the army of the arts.”

Such rankings by art-theoretical values may or may not translate into the order espoused by the market. For there to be a ready correspondence, the market in art would have to be based solely on subject matter. Moreover, theorists, artists, and buyers would all have to share the same notions of propriety governing the choice of subject. Van Hoogstraten himself clearly doubted that this was the case, since he stated that many people paid attention only to the worst paintings. There were, however, artists who lived up to van Hoogstraten’s order in their choice of subject and style. Prices, within restricted buying groups, conformed to the rank determined by the idea of “correct” choice of subject. This is perhaps most true of history painters, whose aspiration to produce superior art, it is well known, was often linked to social prestige, status, and admission to select milieus, frequently aristocratic. But the translation of “correct” choice of subject into prices simply does not work with any regularity. This is corroborated by the recently published average prices of paintings grouped according to subject matter (landscape, biblical, history, portrait, genre, still life, architectural, and others) in twenty-five-year intervals from 1600 to 1700. In the period 1600–25, for instance, history painting fetched the highest average price of fl. 47.60, while a genre painting was fourth at fl. 27.79. For the period 1675–1700, however, genre painting was priced highest at fl. 88.23, while history painting came second with an average of fl. 65.29. Not too much should be made to turn on these numbers, which serve only to illustrate the point that, as one would expect, it was the exception rather than the rule for...
prices in the marketplace to mirror the art theorist's valua-
tion according to subject matter.

Where merchant thinking goes beyond qualitative rank-
ings is in attaching a set of numbers (prices) to the ranks and,
perhaps even more fundamentally, in going through the
route of reducing one item or quality to its equivalents.
One might even say that equivalence calculation was the very
stuff of mercantile transactions in the seventeenth century
(and, of course, earlier). Consider, for instance, the need
to reduce one currency to another, to reduce distinct qualities
of a commodity to prices, or to translate one volume measure
at the local currency into another elsewhere at the currency
prevailing there.

The first step in passing from the mental routine of the
kenner or art theorist to that of the merchant, then, involves
accepting that reduction is unavoidable and must be made at
known ratios or at chosen prices, typically determined by
market prices. It is perhaps worth stressing that taking this
step departs from qualitative ranking only in that it renders
the same process quantitative, and insofar as it makes
quantitative ranking routine, almost automatic. Emphasiz-
ing the sameness of the basic valuation processes followed by
both kenner and merchant allows us to say that the friction
between connoisseur and economist is more a matter of style
and purpose. Yet if we focus on the difference, there is
indeed a mental shift involved in going from one to the
other. The shift is summed up in the ready acceptance of the
notion that qualities translate into numbers, and that the
market is the guide for what those numbers should be.

Merchants themselves must have experienced a certain
tension over this. They had to think especially of the
particular commodity or commodities they traded in and
they were, of course, concerned to cover their costs. While,
therefore, merchants routinely reduced one item or one
quality to its equivalents, allowing themselves to be guided by
fixed rules or market prices, they must have had difficulty in
rising above the individuality of some goods—"their"
goods—and the particular market conditions affecting their
prices and costs.

But to fill well certain merchant roles, notably the role of
the opportunistic trader or go-between who cares only about
the quick disposal of a particular load of wares and is not
bound by reputation effects or by a network of agency
relations and credit relations, there is a further mental step
to be taken. The opportunistic trader does not care about the
particularities of the goods, since there is no ongoing
commitment to this or that particular line of trade. They are
merely so much stuff or generalized potential for turning a
profit. The pure trader's mentality, compared with the
merchant's, is thus at a further remove from that of the
kenner and liefhebber.

A perfect illustration of the trader's way of thinking is to be
found in a letter of January 21, 1623, concerning a shipment of
assorted paintings sent from Antwerp by the art-dealer
brothers Goetkint to their cousin, correspondent, and dis-

tributor in Seville, Chrysostomus van Immerseel. Pieter
and Antoon Goetkint advise their less-experienced cousin to
"price the paintings to cover expenses and adapt the profit
margin to the local market, because," they add, "we have to
comply with it [the market]. . . . Thus, on the pieces you
have, add a margin of 30, 40, or 50 percent." To capture
fully the spirit of their advice, a second passage is quoted at
length:

In short, you are dealing in items of pleasure and must
exert the product; but if the paintings [we sent] are not up
to the expected quality or are priced too high, the thing to
do is not push too hard; we will send fewer. I am amazed at
the excuse duties there; they drive up the prices so. We
should wait to send you more secular histories. In any

case, watch out for what is wanted there and sellable. And
if you find something falls short of what is expected, sell it
anyway, if necessary at a loss. One item will have to carry
the other until we see what is desired and profitable. This
is all just testing the market. And if it proves impossible to
turn a profit on paintings, we will simply put the money
into another line of business.

The Goetkint brothers, it is clear from their correspondence,
knied paintings and could appreciate them as kenner, yet
here they treat them simply as merchandise. In another
letter of July 27, 1624, they further exemplify this attitude.
The discussion is about a series of paintings by Sebastiaen
Vranckx. The price of fl. 200 was high, and they were

71 convinced that the "Spanish would not pay such a high
price." By implication, where the end was profit, individual
paintings were not valued according to their inherent quali-

ties, but according to what the market would bear. And in
this, one painting was just a means, substitutable in principle
for any other.

school, like their clients, in geometry and the
rules of proportion (including the "rule of three"),
and was surprisingly played with methods of reduc-
tion to equivalents in their paintings.

Lucas Jansen gives an example from the 1744
dition of the Koophandel van Amsterdam (1694),
which involves both volume measures and ex-
change rates. Donaumie (nowadays, table oil)
Hamburg was sold by weight, a "pipe" of 820 lb.,
and was priced there in Reichshalers "Banco," in
Amsterdam it was sold by volume, a vat of 717
mengels being priced there in pounds Flemish
(Potd Vlaams). From experience, a rule-of-thumb
translation was devised: one Amsterdam
mengel=1/2 lb. in Hamburg, and 100 Reichshal-
ers Hamburg Banco=87½ pounds Flemish in Am-
sterdam (100 minus 100 divided by 8). See Lucas
Jansen, De Koophandel van Amsterdam: Een critische
studie over het koopmanshandboek van Jacob Le Monre
70 First published by Denœc, 34–36, doc. no. 12,
where it is mentioned as classified under ASA, IB
660. At present, this document can be retrieved
from IB 224 (see p. 36).
71 "U al wat zelden dat mijne meening is dat UI
aldra de schelderyen soudt verdieren met de onco-
sten, die er op loopen en daarenboven stellen de
winninge op die stucken naer de mert aldaer is, want
daer naer moeten wij ons vegen . . .
darommen behoue UI de stucken aldaer te sergeren
t en verhhogen de winninge van 30, 0, 50 ten
honderd." (Denœc, 35).
72 . . . somme, op het plaisantaete goet moet de
lovinghe opploopen, ende het goet daer niet
bequaem oft dat te dier is—lichen de handt ende
geen meer seiden. Ick ben verwundert aldaer soo
hoechhe tollen op loopen, dat verdriet seer het goet
Moeten ons wachten van meer stucken van profane
historien te seiden. Daarommen sege, let op
getene de begerge en ventelyck is. Ende UI
onbequaem vint moet vervoegen, ist niet met
winninge seen moetten wij vervoegen . . .
voortgehen behoore UI de stucken aldaer te sergeren
vnoerligen de winninge van 30, 0, 50 ten
honderd." (Denœc, 35).
73 ASA, IB 660. Published by Denœc, 44–45, doc.
17. Our thanks to Joost vander Auwera for his
expert advice in this and other related matters.
We have been stressing the distance between the pure trader and the connoisseur. This distance allows misunderstandings to arise and creates a potential for internal tension within any single individual who feels drawn to the market and yet has the inclination of a kennaor or liebhaber. Mandeville, who writes at times like a liebhaber, seems to have experienced the conflicting pressures. He may have been an amateur collector yet, as we have seen, him supply and demand was all there was to putting a price on value. The tension that inevitably results carries over into some of his remarks about art.

Thus, in his essay “A Search into the Nature of Society,” he asks the eternal question whether there is not a standard of “intrinsic worth” for determining the “real Worth and Excellency in things.” Such a standard would imply a scale of values, not necessarily quantified, but absolute and invariant—like van Hoogstraten’s ranking—so that “the same Judgment is pass’d upon [things] in all Countries and all Ages.” After examining the matter he concludes that it is not to be found: “It is manifest then that the hunting after this Pulchrum & Honestum—is not much better than a Wild-Goose-Chace that is but little to be depended upon.” But he had held out to himself the possibility that, if not in morals or architectre or dress or preferences among flower varieties, yet perhaps in art, there is a standard that “might become of universal Certainty”; or, if not quite universal and fixed, is “at least less alterable and precarious than almost anything else.” The possible basis for this fond hope is predictable: painting is an imitation of nature, a “copying of things which Men have everywhere before them.”

Nature, according to this view, resists the artist and is not open to any and every sort of representation. But there is a basic problem with that line of reasoning. Even the most faithful imitation of nature involves a “happy deceit.” The deception has to do with the artist’s trick of using perspective to project space and distance onto a flat surface. That was hardly new when Mandeville wrote, but he added a twist. In the natural state, he seems to say, we do not know perspective. The judgment of space and distance is not natural, but learned. A person who looks through a hole in a wall, when all that is visible through the hole is blue sky, sees just a flat sheet of color. So too, a blind person, suddenly given sight, would not immediately be able to judge distance.

Thus our ability to discern depth is something imposed upon nature, like the market price “set on” a painting (his words). In this sense perspective is almost a “Defect, in our sense of Seeing... [in that it] makes us liable to be impressed upon.” When an artist exploits perspective, the effect fully accords with what we have taught our senses to find normal, hence it pleases us. But we must not be misled; the pleasing effect involves no more than a happy conjunction between the imperfection of our senses (our distorted, learned facility for judging space and distance) and the artist’s contrivance. Art, then, is a product of an unnatural, acquired sense of seeing; it is not an imitation of nature.

In this way Mandeville ends up undermining his own wistful inquiry into the possible existence of a standard of intrinsic worth. But in his “Dialogue” discussion of paintings, in which he has his protagonist (Cleomenes) lead a visitor through some rooms in a house (his own?), when a “Dutch piece of the Nativity” is contrasted with a Nativity in the Italian manner, Mandeville is ambivalent. He seems to pour scorn on the “perfection” of nature encouraged in the Italian art-theoretical tradition. It sits badly with his pragmatic medical practitioner’s preference for “plain observation,” and his rejection of the efforts of the believers in a medical mechanics to “embellish it [observation] with the Fruits of their Brain.” But was this just because he found the practice of chiaroscuro and the other rules governing proper rendering excessive, rather than because the very notion of correctness à la van Hoogstraten seemed mistaken or unattainable? It is unclear.

In any event, an ambivalent position would not have been out of line with that of the average merchant. It was possible to accept that market prices were all they had and at the same time to be a liebhaber with some hangover after “real Worth and Excellency in things.” Mandeville purveyed cures for hypochondria and he certainly did not believe that most others were as good as, or “equivalent,” to his. Christophorus van Immerseel, too, happily grew into the role of kennaor as his trade in art matured, and he is better described not as an opportunistic trader, but as a merchant-kennaor. Here, parenthetically, is an instance of the need for new terms that can arise from the study of practices.

Among art theorists, a position more plainly in line with that of the merchant-kennaor was the one adopted by the Leiden dean of the painters’ guild, Philips Angel. Of the Dutch art theorists of the seventeenth century, Angel was probably the one most at home within a mercantile framework. Merchant language infuses his by-then mandatory paraphrase of Plutarch’s popular adage that painting is mute poetry, poetry is a speaking painting. Angel invokes the revered Jacob Cats to buttress his argument that painting is superior to poetry, not in the context of some preconceived art-theoretical ranking, but in strict pecuniary terms. Both

74. Mandeville, i, 325, 331.
75. Ibid., 326.
76. Ibid., 326–27.
77. Mandeville’s ultimate position could be a direct reflection of Descartes’s well-known arguments about the senses. But that is another subject.
78. For the “tour” through Mandeville’s real or imagined gallery, see Mandeville, ii, 32–36.
79. Mandeville, 1730 (as in n. 16), 58.
80. See Angel for the public speech he delivered in Leiden on Saint Luke’s day, 1641, and dedicated to the collector Johan Overbeek. This was originally printed by Willem Christiaens in Leiden on February 26, 1642.
81. Angel, 26–27. For a comprehensive and historical introduction to the vast literature and various interpretations, see Hans C. Buch, UI Pictura Poetica: Die beschreibungs litteratur und ihre Kräfter von Lessing bis Lukacs, Munich, 1972.
83. Cats’s original reads: “men leeft niet vande Wint, of vande schrale lucht | Men kan geen hoorder Maren, men kan geen schoone vrouwen / met eer, met loff-getuyn, met dichten onderhouen: / De waerder Schilder-Konst verdient al grooter loff. / Want boven laer vermaeck soo komt er voordeel off. / Ik winne machtich gelt, ik maerche groote stucken, / Oock weet iek op de Plaat de Vorsten uit te drucken: / Hier drijf ik handel meet, en vy mer groot ghewin. / En dat’s een dienstich werk
Conclusion
What clearly emerges from this discussion is that Netherlandish art theorists such as van Mander or van Hoogstraten seem to have been somewhat detached from the mercantile reality around them. An operational set of criteria for valuing paintings in the seventeenth century is to be found not in their tracts but in the writings of Bernard Mandeville. His four factors affecting market price (name of the artist, the stage of his/her development, the scarcity of the works, and the social rank of those owning the works coupled with the length of time the works have been in the possession of great families) reflect what various participants both in the northern and southern Netherlandish art markets clearly understood. Archival evidence has substantiated Mandeville’s observations and has brought us closer to contemporary notions and practices influencing what art was made, how it was produced and marketed, and how collecting was viewed.

Traders in art, more fully than merchants, understood that what mattered were market prices and substitution at those rates between different qualities and sorts of goods. The art trader habitually subordinated the uniqueness of each work to the reductionist demands of the marketplace, as shown in the correspondence of the Antwerp art dealers Pieter and Antoon Goetkint. On the other hand, art theorists clearly, and liefhebbers more ambivalently, if we may claim Mandeville as a liefhebber, thought in terms of artistic worth and prices as separate categories, not easily reconcilable. Collectors are an even more problematic group than liefhebbers: were they primarily consumers, investors, or connoisseurs? They have been addressed only incidentally in our treatment. How best to understand their role(s) is still an open question that requires further study. The same is true of the host of mixed categories of participants: merchant-collectors, merchant-dealers, artist-collectors, artist-entrepreneurs, and possibly other combinations.

Gaps notwithstanding, a start has been made on exploring the implications of the assumption that, if one wants a more refined understanding about art in its socioeconomic context in the Netherlands, it will be necessary to inquire into the distinct economic circumstances, attitudes, and practices of the various participants in market transactions. Once we leave the precision of the idealized competitive model of economic theory behind, there is little alternative but to focus on actual behavior. The result will be an admittedly fragmented, yet more nuanced appreciation of various mercantile realities in the Netherlands, including those relating to art. Our interpretation of the archival evidence from

Angel and Cats use straightforward mercantile arguments to justify their position. Angel, in fact, quotes extensively, albeit selectively, from Jacob Cats’s widely read Trouw-Ring to prove that painting is far more profitable and useful (“profijtelicker en nutter”) than poetry. In this long poem, Cats laments that one cannot make a living from poetry. The painter, however, can trade in prints and make good money for himself and his family. Moreover, while the merchant risks losing all he owns at sea, the painter’s most valued asset is his craft, which cannot be taken away in this manner. In light of his obvious approval of mercantile thinking, it is perhaps not surprising to find Angel later working in Batavia in the service of the Verenigde Oostindische Compagnie and as “opperkoopman” under the company’s representative in Persia.

Only in one respect did a quality ranker like van Hoogstraten display the sort of thinking that we have identified as characteristic of the true trader. In a brief discussion of perspective in his Inleyding tot de Hooge Schoole der Schilderkonst, as Alpers has pointed out, he illustrates the principle by examples of works in which painting after nature is transformed to mean representation by multiple aspects. In his chapter heading he employs the Dutch term “Deurzigtkunde,” or the art of transparency, for perspective. To imitate nature in a perspective painting was thus to render it transparent, open it up, unfold its several aspects. Van Hoogstraten refers for illustration to “de wonderlijke perspectylaks” (the wonder-evoking peep box). The wonder is twofold. A finger-length figure, for example, is perceived as life-sized. But, more significantly, as can be seen in van Hoogstraten’s own peep box (now in the National Gallery, London), the “nature” of a simple interior can literally be opened up and rendered as a sequence of aspects. The interior is not one but multiple, a virtual cascade of views, from room to room and into and beyond rooms, even, through windows, to the outside. In the same vein, he invokes a lost nude by Giorgione, which is, however, known by description, and a print of Venus after Golzus. Both the nude and the Venus introduce multiple aspects of the figure, with the help of mirrors and (in the Venus) by the addition of a painter in the scene itself, depicting yet another aspect. This is all beautifully described by Alpers. What we can add now is that the representation of the subject as multiple aspects is an exact parallel to what is accomplished in the market circuit of exchange: subject and value appear every where and nowhere in particular, though the implication almost certainly escaped van Hoogstraten himself.

“Paragone Debate: Ten Illustrations and a Comment,” Simiolus, xiv, 1984, 125–36, also quoted in Snyman (as in n. 83), 180, 197, n. 28.
85. Angel, 26–27.
86. Cats’s original reads: “Soo ghy een Koopman lief, Ick kan oock handel drijeven, En kan noch door de Konst mijn saecwen beter stijven; Want sooder eens een Schip van eenich Koopman blijft, Soo dat sy Kreem versuypt en op de Baren drijt, Al is de goede man niet inde Zee gestoven, Hy is des niet te min om sy verlies bedorven; Want al een Handelaer gheraeckt in dit verdriet, Soo is zijn

voor huys en huysgehein. / Ick hebbe lest mijn Kunst den Cominc toe geshonden, / Dies kreech ick grooten danck, en meer dan duysent ponden” (Angel, 28–29).

84. Cats’s statement, quoted by Angel, is part of the so-called Paragone debate that was particularly flamboyant in Italy. For a good introduction, see Claire J. Farago, Leonardo da Vinci’s Paragone: A Critical Interpretation with a New Edition of the Text in the Codex Urbianus, Leiden, 1992 (with reference to older literature and sources). See also Peter Hecht.
Haarlem underscores the importance of trying to understand constraint-bending as well as conforming behaviors in local communities and among different groups of artists. And an adequate portrayal of Chrisostomus van Immerseel, whom we are currently studying, seems likely to require the sort of dynamic that will allow us to trace his evolution from trader to merchant-commissioner of paintings to merchant-kennemer. We expect that future research will benefit from approaching players in the art market through categories adapted naturally to their economic situations, as a complement to behavioral hypotheses generated by transposing idealized models of the market from economic theory. The present study is largely interpretative and prospective, but it is hoped that it will encourage a new readiness to inquire directly into the degree to which economic goals, roles, and perspectives may have affected such things as marketing strategies (including the size of paintings, the choice of subject matter, copying, and even forging), as well as trading and workshop practices.
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